Stanley project, had something to say about the designs. 'Dear Sir Spencer at William, I have seen the sketches—very clever sketches
Hamp- they appeared to me to be—for the Hall at Wood Green. stead The only thing that struck me was this, and I don't think I need mind telling you. It is all right to have the history of the village—the hay-making as in olden days—the dancing in olden days and the poachers ditto—but ought we not to try to show the people of the land that there is beauty in the train, the modern agricultural implements, tractors, and so on—even the modern poacher with his nets! I wonder what you think, but I am always afraid of our trying to make our little Island into a Museum Piece—perhaps we ought, but I rather think that we have to look onward as well as backward. Of course, it may be said we've got the present and have to be told about the past, But surely we have to be helped to see the beauty in the present? Don't mind if you think this nonsense, but I think our boys and girls at school and at work are such beautiful creatures that they deserve to be perpetuated and presented to us at their best, Is there no chance of you and Lady Rothenstein paying me a visit at Cloan, whither I go very soon? Very sincerely yours, Elizabeth Haldane.'
I liked Miss Haldane's point of view. But there is no lack of present-day interest in these gay paintings. They delighted the villagers, who could not appreciate the artistry, but could understand and enjoy pictures in which every detail was familiar. For among simple people, interest in the arts comes first through the subject matter. I saw in Morocco, and later in India, how crowds of men and women will sit wrapt, listening to a storyteller in the market place. So no doubt the Greeks heard Homer tell of Agamemnon and Priam, Achilles and Odysseus. Was it the style, the form, the sound and rhythm of the verse they appreciated? Surely not, it was the story of fighting, love and adventure that kept them wrapt. 'And with a tale forsooth he cometh unto you, with a tale which holdeth children from play and old men from the chimney corner/ So men who have been through 92

